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SMALL BUSINESS LINK N LEARN SEIZES A WIN 
DESPITE CONTINUED COVID 19 REGULATIONS 

 
(Frankfurt, 16, February 2021) Link n Learn announces its new International Community and 
Education Center location in Dornbusch-Eschersheimer, set to open for international families in 
April 2021.After weathering through the pandemic of 2020, Link n Learn, a small family-oriented 
business founded in 2017, will be opening their doors again in April 2021 in their new building.  
 
Still in the Dornbusch suburban neighborhood, the new building will continue to serve as a place 
for children and international families to seize creative learning opportunities while being 
exposed to multiple cultures and languages. “If you are looking for friends, a place to learn, a 
new community, look no further. Link n Learn is for you,” says Sophie Williams, mother and 
longtime supporter of Link n Learn. 
 
“My heart and passion have always been for international families in Frankfurt,” says Link n 
learn owner and founder Raehyun Kim. “Our goal with Link n Learn is to be a home away from 
home for all international families here. And we’re especially thankful for the community we 
have had during the pandemic. There was a time I wasn’t sure I  would be able to carry on with 
this journey, but I believe hard times push you to step out of your comfort zone, and that that is 
where miracles happen.”  

 
Link n learn like many small businesses when the pandemic hit, had to close their doors to their 
physical locations to keep in accordance with health and safety guidelines of the Frankfurt 
Gesundheitsamt. They were able, however, to maintain a small portion of their reading, dance, 
and theater classes online for children to continue learning. “The pandemic made having any 
kind of routine for the kids really difficult, but one thing we could always look forward to was a 
fun time spent doing Link n Learn classes, even online. The teachers never once lost their 
enthusiasm and encouragement for the kids. It made a huge difference,” says Laura Dueck, 
another supporter of Link n Learn and mother to four.  

 
While the renovation of the new space will take time, founder Raehyun Kim is optimistic. “I’m so 
glad I decided to push through. We’ve been very supported by all of our families.”  

 
With a focus on exposure to different cultures, Link n learn’s classes will include various classes 
in arts, media, performing arts, music, and science with opportunities of incorporating 
multi-lingual learning into several classes after their official grand-reopening ceremony, set to 
happen in early April.  


